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spectroscopy (SE%S) we
Using the infrared-absorption technique of surface-electromagnetic-wave
have studied the effects of H2 and D2 chemisorption on the SE%' attenuation coefficient a in the
10-pm region between 165 and 350 K. The change in a at room temperature has also been measured for N2, 02, and CO adsorption. The coverage (6) dependence of a for N2, 02, and CO is fairly simple [either a monotonic increase (N2) or a peak at some intermediate coverage (Oi, CO)] and
points to changes in free-carrier (FC) surface scattering as the dominant a-changing mechanism.
Much richer structure in a(6) upon Hq and Dq adsorption is observed: A small peak followed by a
42 monolayer (ML) (6=2 monolayers =saturation), a broad maximum at
sharp dip at
42 ML the
28 ML, and a value at
0 ML higher than for the dean surface. For
variations are dominated by reconstruction-induced
changes in FC scattering from the surface. The
28 ML disordered surdifference in a between
28 ML and saturation indicates that the
0 ML p (1 X I)-D phase are temperature independent between 165 and 300
face phase and the
K. Adsorbate-induced quenching of the %(100) 0.3-eV intrinsic surface states also contributes to
the changes in a; the associated loss of oscillator strength is most apparent in a strong frequency
dependence of a relative to the clean surface for D2 adsorption. In addition, it is possible that a decrease in relaxation of the %(100) surface as
approaches 0.42 ML for 82 or D2 has some effect on
the SE% attenuation by influencing the amount of FC interband scattering at the metal-vacuum in-
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1952 Holstein' showed with a simple physical argument that the infrared (ir) absorptivity at a metal surface
is larger if the conduction electrons colhding with the surface are diffusely rather than specularly reflected. The
next year Dingle further developed the theory of the
anomalous skin effects's from the formal equations of
Reuter and Sondheimer and applied his theory to a large
group of optical data which resulted in qualitative agreement as long as the electronic scattering from the surface
was assumed diffuse. Other experimental results on the
also indicate
absorption of electromagnetic radiations
diffuse surface scattering. However, Bennett et al. , '
substrates
for ultrahigh
vacuum
using supersmooth
(UHV) evaporated Au, Ag, and Al films measured in a
dry N2 atmosphere, were able to obtain ir reflection resu1ts which were consistent with specular scattering.
Furthermore, by increasing the roughness of the substrate' they were able to increase the value of the diffuse
scattering and thereby decrease the reflectivity. Their results suggest that a sample of sufficient quality can exhibit specu1ar scattering.
Although the early prejudice was that only totally diffuse scattering was possible, in spite of a small amount of
experimental evidence to the contrary, ' many more recent experiments
show that specular scattering is
possible for atomically smooth surfaces and that contamination due to chemisorption, which is necessarily present
in all but careful UHV studies, need not inhibit all of the
specular electronic reflection from the surface. The prob-

"

lem has been and continues to be to identify specularity in
a quantitative manner. With the development of UHV
surface probes has come the realization that surface
reconstruction is a natural phenomenon which can be triggered in a variety of ways. s In this paper we describe our
infrared investigation of free-carrier scattering at a metal
surface as a function of adsorbate- and temperatureinduced surface reconstruction.
The W(100)-H surface has been studied by a variety of
UHV techniques which has enabled a fairly detailed
structural picture to develop. In spite of the large quantity of data about this system no study has directly dealt
with the interaction of the tungsten conduction electrons
with the surface upon H2 adsorption. Although optical
absorption studies have been done on this system they
have either concentrated on energies above 0.6 eV where
interband transitions dominate the optical response, ' or
they have addressed only the question of the vibrational
response of the adsorbate-adsorbent
system. '~ Here we
use the ir absorption technique of surface electromagnetic
wave spectroscopy (SEWS) in the 125 meV (1000 cm ')
region to study the surface scattering phenomenon.
We find that for H2 and D2 adsorption the largest contribution to the change in absorptivity in this energy range
can be attributed to variations in the free-carrier scattering from the surface caused by adsorbate-induced surface
reconstruction. In addition there is a contribution due to
the quenching of intrinsic surface states (ISS) located near
0.3 eV which are inherent to this surface. In the next section we discuss background information on free-carrier
contributions to the SEW attenuation coefficient with an
Q~1986 The American Physical Society
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emphasis on the surface-assisted ir absorption process. In
Sec. III the experimental details are presented. The results for the change in the SEW attenuation coefficient
are described in Sec. IV: Room temperature (RT) exposure and coverage dependence for Hi and Di is presented
along with the frequency dependence and temperature
dependence of Di-induced variations. In addition, room
temperature exposure results are presented for adsorption
of Ni, 02, and CO. In Sec. V we discuss these results and
show that changes in the bulk Drude parameters in a
small region (several lattice constants) near the surface are
too small to account for the data. We then discuss the
variations in attenuation in terms of the 0.3-eV ISS and
the surface-assisted absorption process. The concluding
our results on electronic surface
section summarizes
scattering from the W(100) surface.

693

TABLE I. Room-temperature

ir parameters for %'.

Value at 1000 cm

5.59 pQcm
7.0 eV
4.0x10-'

Pdc
UF /C

63 A
140 A
l.4)& 10' s
5.3X 10" s-'
(1 —
p)1. 6g 10' s
70

UF /N
Qd

1/v;. ,'
1/7p

1/v's
&o

'Reference 41.
bReference 32.
'Reference 52.
Reference 50.

'Reference 34.
'See text.
lIReference 1.
"R,eference 62.

II. FREE-CARRIER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SE%'
A.a-x.ENUATION CORRI-ICIENT

.,

the co and T signatures allow 1/r,
emissivity
from temperature-dependent
For the transition metals Mo, V, Ta,
measurements.
and W (Refs. 33 and 34) 1/v, , appears to be substantially
larger than either of the theoretical estimations predict.
In particular, for tungsten Wojcik et cil. have determined a value of X=1.4X10' s 'eV .~ At room
' this yields a value of
and 1000 cm
temperature
'
I/r, =1.4)&10' s which implies a, =0.15 cm
Experimentally,

to be determined
A. Drude model

The ability of any metal such as tungsten to absorb infrared radiation at room temperature depends upon the
behavior of the conduction electrons within a skin depth 5
( = 100 A) of the surface. More specifically, in the Drude
model, the conduction electron contribution a to the
SEW attenuation coefficient a for a metal-vacuum interface is related to the relaxation time r of the charge car-

.

,

,

riers within 5 by
'2

2. Electron-phonon scattering

N,

+ce=

COp

1
(CO

C'7

«Ci)p

),

where co is the frequency, co& the plasma frequency (both
in rad/sec), and c the speed of light. ~s In the infrared
near room temperature there are three contributions to
1/~ which must be considered: the electron-electron
the electron-phonon scattering rate
scattering rate 1/~,
1/w~, and an effective scattering rate due to collisions with
the surface 1/r, . These processes are often treated as independent so that

„

.

1

&e-e

1

+

1
S

hence, we first consider each one separately.

1. Electron-electron scattering
The electron-electron scattering rate has been theoreti' Both aucally cons&dered by Gurzhr ' and Lawrence.
thors have derived expressions for the scattering rate of
the form
'2
+e-e

order-of-magnitude
expression has E —
co~ /
=2X10'
is
s 'eV . [See
for
which
tungsten
(%co~}
Table I for co~ (Ref. 32) and other ir parameters for W. ]
I.awrence's expression, which works fairly weB for the noble metals Cu and Ag, yields values of E & 10'5 s ' eV

Gurzhi's

At zero frequency near room temperature electronphonon scattering is the dominant relaxation mechanisin
for the free carriers and provides the major contribution
to the dc resistivity pd, =4ir/[co r(0) 1.'6 For co~0 an ex«a decay mechanism exists due to the spontaneous emission of phonons which is absent in the zero-frequency limit.
This spontaneous emission process can produce a
significant addition to the dc relaxation rate 1/r~(0) for
%co&2kaT and Ace&2ka8D (8D denotes the Debye
temperature of metal}+9
Holstein's
In the limits %co »ka T and fico
results indicate at high temperatures
and Gurzhi's'
( T »8D ) that 1/w~ ——1/r~(0). Hut as the temperature is
lowered the spontaneous emission process gains increasing
importance in the ir absorptivity until T=O, at which
point it constitutes the only lattice vibrational decay
mechanism of the electrons. For temperatures which are
not too low ( T & 8D/4} the relationship between the ir
and dc relaxation rates is well represented by a secondorder expansion in (8D/T):

»LSD

1

2
18

1

~y(0)

4

eD
T

11
3240

310 K, so a 12% correction to the dc
For tungsten 8D —
rate results in the ir at room temperature.
Since 1/r~(0) and 1/r, (0} are the only significant RT
contributions to pd„ the electron-phonon relaxation rate
can be calculated from pd„' co~, 1/~, (0), 2 and Eq. (1).
0.55
5. 3 X 10' s ' which implies a~ —
Thus 1/r~ —
cm '=3. 7a, at 1000 cm

,

,

,
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3. Electron

su-rface scattering

In the surface-assisted optical absorption process it is
important to distinguish between scattering events which
conserve the tangential velocity u~~ of the impinging electrons, which is defined as specular scattering, and those
events which do not since U~~ conserving events contribute
' The causes of nonnegligibly to the overall absorption.
divided into two
can
be
conveniently
specular scattering
categories.
The first category, which was considered by Holstein
and Dingle, is composed of causes which are classified as
surface disorder and leads to diffuse scattering. For a single crystal examples of such inhomogeneities are missing
or extra atoms in the top layer, steps in the surface due to
slight misalignment along a crystallographic axis, or, as is
relevant to our discussion, adsorption of molecules onto
the surface.
Nonspecular scattering also arises because of the complex nature of real Fermi surfaces and is present even in
We refer to this
single crystals with perfect surfaces.
process as surface umklapp scattering. To illustrate this
for tungsten a slice of the Fermi surface, normal to the
(001) direction, is drawn in Fig. l. It is composed of elecAn
tron "jacks" and hole "octahedrals" and "ellipsoids.
electron located on the Fermi surface at point A will
strike the (100) metal-vacuum interface at an incident angle of 45'. If the sample surface has the same periodicity
as the lattice then the electron must be reflected to either

"

FIG. 1. A slice of the % Fermi surface perpendicular to the
(001) direction. An electron on the Fermi surface at point A
(the vector indicates the direction of the electron s velocity) incident on the (100) metal-vacuum interface can be reflected to
either point B or C with no change in tangential crystal momentum. Scattering into 8 is specular while. scattering into C is a
surface umklapp process.
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FIG. 2. a/a~ versus frequency. The dashed lines
ous contributions in the Drude model (0;~, a, ) with
approximation for diffuse surface scattering (a, q).
lines are curves calculated from Dingle's anomalous
equations.

,

1200
show variHolstein's
The solid
skin effect

point 8 or C since the tangential crystal momentum A'k~~
is necessarily conserved. If it emerges in the state 8 then
the scattering is specular since the tangential velocity is
also conserved. Interband scattering from the free-carrier
(FC) electron band to the FC hole band into the state C,
however, results in a large change in the velocity parallel
to the crystal surface, which contributes to ir absorption.
An atomically perfect surface, therefore, need not appear
perfectly specular.
The overall scattering behavior of conduction electrons
from the surface is phenomenologically
described by the
Fuch's specularity parameter p.
If all the electrons are
reflected with no tangential velocity change then p=1.
p=0 indicates that the electrons are randomly scattered
into all possible scattering angles. Other types of behavior
can be characterized by a value of p between 0 and 1
which indicates the effective specularity of the outgoing
electrons. For example, if all the electrons are reflected
into angles near the specular direction then p is close to 1
even though there is no true specular scattering occurring. 4'
In order for the amount of specularity to have a major
effect on the absorptivity of an optically thick sample two
conditions must apply. The first is that the mean-free
path lo of the electrons must be at least comparable to the
classical skin depth 5 (Ref. 50) of the metal. If la~&5
then bulk scattering dominates the absorptivity. The other condition is that the energy fuu of the impinging radiation be below the region where interband transitions dominate the optical response of the metal. For good conduc-

tors at room temperature the range between 100 and 4000
cm ' generally satisfles these two conditions, ' below
which Io ~~5 and above which interband transitions have
the largest effect.
Within this range of frequencies there are two regions
separated by 5=UF/c0 (Ref. 52) (UF is electronic velocity
at Fermi surface). If the skin depth 5 is much larger than
the distance traveled by an electron in one cycle of the
fleld then the dielectric function is local in space and the
surface and bulk contributions can be separated. ' In this
case the surface contribution to the free-carrier response is
characterized by a scattering rate

3UF
—=(1 —p)—
c
1

8

For tungsten this equals (1 —
p)1.6X10' s ' which im'
—
at 1000 cm '. In the diffuse
plies a, =(1 p)0. 16 cm
-0.
limit a, ~
3a~. In Fig. 2 a~, a~+ a, „and
a4,

...
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+a, ., +a, ~

normalized

by a~ are plotted versus fre-

quency.

B.

Anomalous

tion absorption spectroscopy when using a strong ir
source such as a laser.
The sample is mounted on a Huntington 600-XYZTRC
manipulator in the UHV system and is thermally connected to a liquid-N2 cooling assembly as shown in Fig. 3.
Two feedthroughs on the manipulator flange are connected on the inside via a stainless-steel tube (f) through
which liquid-N2 flows. At the lowest point of the tube a
copper block (h) is clamped onto it. Attached to the
copper block two 0.025-cm-thick flexible, annealed copper
strips (e) run down to the sample mount where they are
sandwiched in place. The sandwich is necessary to electrically isolate the sample during cleaning or thermal
desorption runs [since it is placed at high voltage via tantalum leads (l)] from the liquid-Nq tube which is at
ground. The sandwich consists of a stainless-steel block
(j) which is connected to and held by the manipulator
shaft (g), the copper cooling strips ( e), a 1.9-cmdiam)&0. 2-cm-thick sapphire flat (d), a 0.025-cm Ta
sheet piece (c) indirectly connected to the sample, and a
macor piece (i) for insulating the screws (k) which are

skin effect

Since for tungsten at 1000 cm ', 5=2uz/co, Holstein's
local description of the surface-assisted absorption process
is not quite valid. Also, bcx:ause SEW's are a p-polarized
(TM) wave the effect on the absorptivity of microscopic
fields located at the surface
must be considered along
with the nonlocality of the dielectric function. Fortunately, as Kleiwer and Fuchs have shown, ' for co& and ~
appropriate for W near v=1000 cm ' the surface impedance z for non-normal incidence is independent of the
polarization of the radiation and is essentially equivalent
to that given by the theory of the anomalous skin effect as
developed by Reuter and Sondheimer (RS).
In the frequency region of interest Dingle '3 has calculated, using RS's equations, an expression for the surface
impedance z which is appropriate for W at room temperathat
relationship
a
ture.
the
general
Using
Ref. 56) where r„(x„)is the real (imagi2( co/c)r„x„( —
surface impedance
nary)
part of the normalized
z„=z/(4n/c) we have plotted, also in Fig. 2, a/a~ for
several values of p for the frequency region covered in our
measurements.
In the 5 p~uF/c0 limit the results for @=0
results
for
the Drude-Holstein
1
and
approach
(a~+a, +a, ~)/ct& and (a&+a, , )/a~, respectively.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Sample details

The tungsten sample (6. 1 cmX0. 6 cmX0. 17 cm) was
oriented, spark cut, and then polished on both of its largest sides. Two gratings, used for coupling free-space radiation to the SEW's, were then etched into one of the polished surfaces with standard photohthographic techniques
utilizing type
photoresist and a 5:1 mixture of HF and
HNO3 are the etchant. The 32-pm spacing gratings are
an estimated 10 pm deep and are separated by 5 cm. The
large distance between the gratings enhances the already
high sensitivity SEWS affords over conventional reflec-

J

FIG. 3. A front sketch of the W sample mount. The sample
(a) is thermally connected to the liquid-N2 cooling feedthrough
tube (f) via Ta rods (b), Ta sheets (cl, sapphire flats (d), Cu
sheet ( e}, and a Cu block {h). Macor pieces (i) and the sapphire
flats electrically isolate the sample from ground during e-beam
heating which is provided by the Tw filament ( n) and the highvoltage Ta leads ( I). Temperature is monitored with a %'-Re(3
%'-Re(25 at. ) thermocoupl e {m).
at. %)—
%%uo
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used to squeeze the sandwich together (only shown dashed
on left-hand side). The Ta strips are spotwelded to the Ta
rods (b) which are electron-beam welded to the ends of
the tungsten sample (a). By maintaining a constant fiow
of cold Nz gas (or liquid) through the stainless-steel tube
the sample cools from 2500 K to room temperature in 8
min and to I 65 K in 25 min.
with a W-Re(3
is measured
Sample temperature
at. %) W-Re(25 at. %) thermocouple (tc) (rn) which is
spotwelded to the center of the top edge of the sample.
Above 298 K standard tables were used to determine the
temperature, but below this the tc was calibrated against a
Chromel-Alumel tc. This calibration differed by no more
than +2.0'C from the curve published by Sandstrom and

LEED

—

Withrow. s

Before any measurements were made the sample was
baked in 1 y10
Torr of O2 for about 20 h at 1520 K
(with periodic fiashes to 2300 K) via electron bombardment heating from a Ta filament ( n) directly beneath the
After this treatment,
the low-temperature
sample.
(~2 X v 2)R 45' low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
pattern was observed, indicating that this procedure was
sufficient to remove any C from the surface.
Before
each experimental run the sample was again flashed to
2300 K to remove any contaminants, and the lowtemperature LEED pattern was periodically observed as a
check against subsequent C buildup.

8.

Optical layout

The 32-pm spacing of the gratings was chosen so that
the SEW's and free-space radiation couple near an angle
of 45' at 1000 cm ' as shown in Fi . 4. S-polarized (TE)
radiation from a CO2 laser (either ' COi or ' CO&) is sent
through a chopper (C) and then a half-wave plate (WP)
which is set to produce p-polarized (TM) radiation. (Because SEW's are a TM wave they only couple to TM
free-space radiation. ) Most of the radiation passes
through a beam splitter (BS) and enters the vacuum
chamber through a BaFi window ( 8'1). A 40-cm focal
length (FL) lens (I.2) is used to focus the radiation onto
the input grating where the SEW's are generated. The
surface waves then travel the 5 cm across the W(100) surface to the output grating where they are converted back
to free-space radiation which travels through another
BaFz window ( W2) and impinges on a liquid-Ni-cooled
HgCdTe photoconductive detector (D2).
Although the free-space radiation generated at the output grating is well collimated its angle of departure
changes as the frequency of radiation is changed. I.3 is a
10-cm FL lens which images the output grating onto D2
and hence minimizes the need to realign the detector
whenever the laser frequency is changed. The mirror
(M3) mounted on a translation stage also minimizes problems in maximizing the detected signal whenever a new
laser line is selected since translating M3 perpendicular to
the axis of I.2 changes the angle of -incidence without
altering the position of the incoming radiation on the
sample.
The radiation which does not pass through the beam
splitter is focused onto a pyroelectric detector (Dl) by I.l.
The output signals of Dl and D2 are sent to separate

CO2

BS

Vif

Laser

P

FIG. 4. Top view of the optical setup. A chopped COz laser
beam is sent into the sample chamber through a BaFz window
( W1) and strikes the input grating of the sample. A HgCdTe
detector (D2) is used to measure the transmitted intensity of
free-space radiation generated at the output grating by SE%'s
which have traveled across 5 cm of the front (100) surface.
LEED can be performed on the rear surface as ir measurements
are made on the front, The ratio of the phase detected signals
from D2 and the reference pyroelectric detector D1 are recorded
on a chart recorder.
lock-ins tuned to the chopper frequency and their outputs
are ratioed and recorded.

C. Experixnental procedure
A typical experimental run consists of the following:
The sample assembly is first cooled down as far as possible to insure as rapid cooling as possible from high temperatures. The sample is then flashed to 2300 K and allowed to cool to the desired adsorption temperature at
which time the Ta filament is turned on and its current
adjusted so that it radiatively stabilizes the sample temperature. Gas is then leaked into the chamber (typically
at 5)&10 Torr initially) and the SEW signal is monitored as a function of exposure. The change in the SEW
attenuation coefficient a between two coverages e; and
ef is calculated from ha= —[1/(5 cm)]ln(1+BI/Io)
where M is the change in the detected intensity Io between

8; and ef.

IV. RESULTS
A. Hz and Dz adsorption

The features in ha versus exposure are highly nonmonotonic and are qualitatively the same at all frequencies studied from 886 to 1088 cm '. Figure 5 shows two
runs, one for H2 and one for
typical room-temperature
Di. Initial absorption results in a small, but significant,
rise in a followed by a sharp minimum at an uncorrected
gauge exposure of 0. 100+0.004 (0.140+0.006) langmuir
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j
I

I
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i

I
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1.2
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FIG. 5. Change in cx versus exposure for H2 and 02 at a laser
frequency of 1032 cm ' and a temperature of 298 K. The exposure is a corrected value obtained by multiplying
pressure by 2.3.

I

Q. 4

the ion gauge

2.Q

FIG. 6. Change in a versus coverage for H2 and 02 at a laser
frequency of 1032 cm ' and a temperature of 298 K. Coverage
is determined from partial coverage thermal desorption measurements.

= 10 Torrsec). This is followed by
(L) for H2 (D2) (1 L—
a rise to a broad maximum at 0.45+0.04 (0.59+0.05) L.
(These exposure values are averages of all roomtemperature runs. ) As the surface becomes saturated a
decreases to a final value above the zero coverage value
with aH, & aD, . The stronger absorption for H2 is mainly
due to the W2-H symmetric stretch (vi) which has been
previously reported. 2 Note that the ratio of exposures at
minimum o, between 02 and H2 runs is 1.40+0.09, in
good agreement with previous results that the sticking
coefficient is the same for both isotopes.
In order to convert exposure to coverage we use thermal
desorption measurements which show that the coverage at
42+0.04 ML. Using this as a calithe minimum is
bration point and the fact that the sticking coefficient is
well represented by s =C(1 6/2) (Refs. 60 and 61)
where C is a constant, the coverage for a given exposure is
determined. ho; vs Dp and H2 coverage is shown in Fig. 6
for the same data shown in Fig. 5. The broad maximum
28+0.08 ML.
now occurs at a coverage of
Figure 7 shows the experimental results for ha/a~ for
D2 adsorption between various features (zero coverage,
42 ML dip,
28 ML peak and saturation) as a
function of frequency.
Data for Di instead of Hz is
presented in order to eliminate complications caused by
the vI mode absorption which is centered at 1070 cm
for the p (1 X 1)-H state. Note that the data labeled
and
C actually show a decrease in b, a/a~ as u increases
while the data labeled A, D, and E show an increase.
The same basic features in ba versus coverage for D2
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FIG. 7. Change in a versus frequency for D2 adsorption between various initial (6f ) and final
) coverages. Curve A,
42 ML,
1.28 ML; curve 8,
1.28
ML,
—2.0 ML; curve D, 6; 1.28 ML,
ML; curve C, 6; =0 ML,
2.0 ML; curve E,
0.42 ML. The solid
ML,
lines are fits to the theory of the anomalous skin effect [Eq. (4)],
while the dot-dashed lines are linear guides to the eye.
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FREE-CARRIER SCATTERING FROM THE %'(100) SURFACE:
creases can be explained since all of the H is located at the
bondbridge site implying that the adsorbate-substrate
iilg ls basically the sarlle at all covera/es.
If instead col is changed and co~ i is held at a fixed
value on the order of co&, then a is altered even less. In
this case

6Q

N
3CEge

LEO

g

Ns,

d

I

cxn

and the maximum in b, eo&=10
d/(25)=10
(Ref. 66) we have result which is 2 orders of magnitude
too small.
The largest excursion in a as the electron-phonon or
electron-electron interaction is altered in a thin layer near
the surface occurs as co~i increases from -7X10 to
-10 and results in ha=3)&10 cm ' for d=3 A (=2
atomic layers). While this is nearly large enough to be a

Since

possible explanation, more reasonable variations in vi, on
the order of b, wile=0 lean. not account for the size of the
changes observed here. Hence it appears that changes in
bulk parameters near the surface are insufficient to account for the SEWS observations.

B.

i

8=0.

m

7X 10 heo

fuse surface scattering as the dominant mechanism for
8&0.42 ML.
This interpretation is corroborated by other experimental results on this system. Figure 10 compares the SEW
results with the mainly
LEED-derived phase dia5
for the W(100)-H surface. (Henceforth we
gram
use H generically unless specifically referring to D.) At
42 ML, where a is a minimum, the surface is reconin what
structed
is known
as the incommensurate —
c (2X2)-H phase which is characterized by —,' order
spots split into a quartet along the +(10) and +(01) direc'
tions. As more gas is added the spots of the —,
order
quartet streak along directions perpendicular
to their
48 ML for our
splitting {the streaking is apparent at
sample) and then eventually disappear, indicating a loss of
order in the one dimension followed by a loss of order in
both dimensions. These LEED changes, signaling the onset of disorder, are accompanied by a sharp rise in the
SEW attenuation until the maximum at
28 ML.
The subsequent fall in a as the surface approaches the
well ordered p(1X1)-H state at saturation occurs concurrently with a decrease in the diffuse LEED background. The high degro: of order at saturation is also reflected in high-energy ion scattering7 results which show

Surface-assisted free carrier absorption:

8=0.

8=1.

~ 400

8 ~ 0.42 ML

The coverage region for 8y0. 42 ML shows best the
free-carrier absorption effect for Hq and Di adsorption.
This is due to the fact that for g0.42 ML the 0.3-eV intrinsic surface states are not yet quenched ' and still
contribute to optical absorption. i4 For this reason we first
concentrate on ~ 0.42 ML.
Between 8=0.42 and 2.0 ML the coverage dependence
of the SEW attenuation coefficient (see Fig. 6) is similar
to results for resistivity chan~es upon molecular adsorption onto thin metallic films. 9 ' In a number of these
cases Wissmann
has demonstrated that the Fuchs theory
of diffuse surface scattering s applies. The general
features of the changes in resistivity upon chemisorption
observed in these studies are as follows: Initial adsorption
increases the diffuse scattering due to the randomness of
adatom placement and leads to an initial increase in the
resistivity. For some systems the diffuseness is a maximum at saturation, but for others there is a peak at some
intermediate coverage(s). Such behavior is not unexpected
since a saturated layer is often more uniform than one at
intermediate
A useful analogy
is the
coverages.
Nordheim peak in resistivity of a binary alloy A, Bi
as x is increased from zero to unity. In fact, a recent calculation including the effects of multiple scattering
has
predicted the existence of such a maximum for an atomically smooth surface contaminated by adsorbed atoms.
%e also note a general experimental trend that the saturated coverage resistivity is consistently higher than the
clean surface resistivity. The striking similarity between
the W(100)-H (and -D) attenuation coefficient coverage
dependence and the resistivity coverage dependence of
thin gas covered films strongly points to changes in dif-
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FIG. 10. The LEED determined phase diagram and ha
versus coverage for %'(100}-D. The sharp dip occurs for the
split —
c(2X2) phase while the broad maximum occurs for the
disordered
state.
The boundaries
on the incommensurate c(2X2} phase were determined from our LEED and
thermal desorption measurements.
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that the top layer is unreconstructed and in ir vibrational
spectra which show that the v& and 2vz-P& absorption
features are their sharpest at 8=2.0 ML.
The same basic coverage dependence also appears in the
SEW data for the absorption of CO and 02 as shown in
Fig. 9: an initial rise in a followed by a peak at some intermediate coverage and a decrease towards saturation.
Although the 0.3-eV ISS are quenched by adsorption of
these gases, the quenching occurs more gradually;
hence the loss of the associated oscillator strength can be
approximated by a slowly decreasing background. This
appears to result in a smaller value of a at saturation
compared with zero coverage. Nitrogen adsorption, on
the other hand, shows no decrease in o'. after the initial
rise, suggesting that disorder is a maximum at saturation
for this system. These observations for the other gases
further support the thesis that changes in diffuse surface
scattering are being observed on the W(100) surface
It should also be noticed that the variations in a for H2
and D2 are at least twice as large as for the other adsorbates. This seems strange since it is expected that the
larger atoms should have a higher cross section for electronic scattering and suggests that it is the direct interaction of the free carriers with the reconstructed top W
layer by H or D which results in the changes in a for
these two systems.
In order to determine the amount the specularity
changes we use the theory of the anomalous skin effect as
developed by Dingle.
For the limited frequency range
of our study Dingle's results can be summarized by the
following equation:

'

ha/a~

—[0.253+ 6.3 X 10

——

(v —1000)]bp,

(4)

where v is the frequency expressed in cm '. Using this
equation we have determined the change in p between
8;=OA2 ML and BI ——1.28 ML to be hp = —0.39 and
between
8; 1.28 ML and Bf —2.0 ML to be
11.
The fits are shown in Fig. 7 as the solid
hp
lines through the data labeled A and D. Although the
frequency dependence of the data is slightly stronger than
the theory, both show an increase in ha/a~
as co increases.
The temperature dependence of the variations in a in
this coverage range are interesting. The data labeled D in
Fig. 8 shows that ha between 8; =1.28 ML and Bf —2.0
ML is temperature independent from room temperature
down to 16S K. This indicates that both of these phases
are independent of temperature over this range, since it
seems unlikely that the disordered and p(1X1)-D states
would change a in the same manner with temperature if
there did exist a change in either one.
Using the value of o. at Bf ——1.28 ML as a reference the
curve labeled A sho~s that as the temperature is lowered
the relative attenuation at
42 Ml. decreases until
approximately 200 K where there begins a dramatic increase as the temperature is lowered further. The slow decrease suggests that the specularity for this phase increases slightly but that below 200 K it sharply drops off.
Such a sharp drop in specularity may be associated with
of the adsorbate, as suggested by Barker
immobility
er al. , which hinders complete formation of the surface

=+0.

=

~

8;=0.

~
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phase. This immobility seems also apparent in other ir
measurements
where
low-coverage,
low-temperature
modes are observed to be much broader than at room temperature.

C. Surface umklapp scattering and the intrinsic
surface states: e &0.42 MI.

8

For ~0.42 ML it is apparent that something else besides surface assisted absorption contributes to the ir
response. This is best seen in the frequency dependence of
ML shown in curves 8, C,
the changes in a for
and E of Fig. 7. For Bf 1.28 and 2.0 ML (curves B and
b, a/a~
shows a decrease as frequency
C, respectively)
increases while
ba/a~ for Bf=OA2 ML (curve E)
shows a much stronger dependence on frequency than
curves A and D which show good agreement with the
anomalous skin effect.
The resultant strong negative slope of b, a/a& versus
0 ML curves can be unfrequency from these three 8& —
derstood in terms of the Dq induced quenching of the
0.3-eV intrinsic surface states. As pointed out by Anderson et al. , the good correlation of the surface refiectance spectroscopy (SRS) transition energies with the ultraviolet photoemission determined energy levels strongly
suggests that the optical transitions from surface electronic states involve final-state energies located just above the
Fermi level. Although the SRS measurements
only
probed transitions down to =0.6 eV the data show a contribution from these intrinsic states up to =0.8 eV, an indication that these states are rather broad. It is therefore
reasonable to expect a contribution from the same states
at 1000 cm ' (0. 125 eV). The strong frequency dependence is thus due to the fact that our measurements probe
the low-frequency tail of these states where the absorption
strength is rapidly changing.
Exactly how much these states contribute to the
response is an open question and cannot be determined
from this study. The simplest assumption is that all of
the decrease in attenuation, after the small initial rise, is
due to the quenching of optical transitions associated with
the removal of the surface states. Another, perhaps more
interesting, possibility is that some part of the large negative excursion in a is caused by the surface-enhanced
free-carrier absorption effect. Although surface disorder
is an unlikely explanation there is the possibility that surface umklapp processes play a role.
Surface disorder is largely ruled out by LEED observa's The clean surface
tions in this coverage region. 2 ' '
shows a mostly p(1X1) order (unreconstructed)
with a
'
'
hint of —, order spots. At a very small value of
the —,
order spots sharpen considerably as the surface enters the
c(2X2)-H phase. With further coverage the —,' order
spots split into a quartet as described above as the
incommensurate
c(2X2)-H state is formed, with the
magnitude of the splitting linearly proportional to the
coverage beyond which the splitting begins to occur
(8=0.26 ML for our sample). Although there is some
debate about the state of the room-temperature clean surface (ordered versus disordered), both of the hydrogen stabilized phases definitely show long-range order.

8;=0
—

~

~

~

~

8
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FREE-CARRIER SCATTERING FROM THE W(100) SURFACE:

'

At first glance one might assume that the appearance of

order LEED spots would necessarily be associated with
the opening up of more free-carrier nonspecular scattering
channels. A look at Fig. 11, in which a slice of the Fermi
surface is drawn perpendicular to the (100) direction„ indicates that this is not a large effect for W. A change in
'
to a ( —, —, ) LEED beam is drawn and
k~~ corresponding
shows for the majority of free carriers that such a change
in parallel momentum is impossible since this momentum
transfer connects relatively few states on the Fe.ua surface. Therefore, a c(2X2) structure should not significantly increase the diffuse surface scattering.
What may be occurring, though, is a change in the
amount
of surface umklapp scattering caused by
adsorbate-induced changes in the relaxation of the W(100}
surface. Since changes in reconstruction
(periodicity
parallel to this surface) can change the outgoing electrons'
that a change in the first interk~~ it seems reasonable
atomic layer spacing (relaxation) could effect the outgoing
ki and hence change the relative amount of electrons
which are specularly reflected. Such a change in the relaxation of the first layer has been reported by King and
Thomas~ in their LEED study of this system. As B increasie to =0.40 ML their Fig. 16 shows a sharp increase
in the first W interlayer spacing of -2%, with much
smaller subsequent variations as the surface becomes saturated.
The temperature dependence of 4a for the clean surface and a calculation by Fu et al s' lend m. ild support to
this idea. Their calculation suggests that as the lowtemperature {v 2 X V 2}R45' clean surface phase [which is
quite similar to the c(2X2}-H phase] is formed from the
p(1 X 1) RT state the top layer spacing also increases {by
-4%%uo} to an unrelaxed position. A look at curves 8 and
C of Fig. 8 shows that this phase transition is also accompanied by a decrease in the surface contribution to a, fur—,

i(ky

FIG. 11. A slice of the & Fermi surface perpendicular to the
(100) direction, illustrating that a change in k~~ corresponding to
a ( 2 2 ) LEED beam is forbidden for the majority of free carriers.

ther indicating that surface relaxation may be related to
specularity through the surface umklapp mechanism.
Although the results of Fu er al. are consistent with a
surface umklapp scattering explanation of the linear decrease in the clean surface contribution to a, another
mechanism, related to the surface Debye temperature of
W, may be responsible. The dynamical LEED data of
Heilmann
et al.
indicate that the high-temperature
p(1 Xl) clean surface has an effective surface Debye tem210+40 K while the low-temperature
perature 8Ds —
(~2X~2)R45' phase has an effective 8Ds —400+100
K. Since in the temperature range of interest the
electron-phonon relaxation rate I/r~ cc 1/8D,
a change
in -8D s should effect the electron-phonon scattering in a
thin layer near the surface. Using Eqs. (2) and (3) to estimate the change in a caused by the LEED determined increase in 8~, s yields 4a= —
(8.0+3.0)X10 cm ' at
1049 cm ' for a thickness equal to one interlayer spacing
(1.6 A). Experimentally, the change in a for the clean
surface in going from 300 to 165 K is 1.0X10 cm 2.
The fact that the experimental and calculated values of
4a are not significantly different lends support to the idea
that the change in 8n s may be a possible explanation for
the clean surface temperature dependence of 4u.
Lastly, we note that initial adsorption results in a small,
but perceptible, rise in a. It seems reasonable to suppose
that this is due to an increase in diffuse surface scattering
caused by a small increase in disorder of the surface due
to random placement of the hydrogen before the c(2X2)
order becomes long range.

VI. SUMMARY
We have investigated the behavior of changes in the attenuation coefficient of 10-pm SEW's caused by D2 and
H2 adsorption on W(100). The variations have been discussed in terms of changing Drude parameters of the metal in a small region of the surface, the quenching of 0.3freeeV intrinsic surface states, and surface-assisted
carrier absorption. Changes in the Drude parameters of
W in a thin layer near the surface are generally too small
to account for the size of the observed variations.
For By0.42 ML there are four main experimental
points which contribute to an interpretation that the variations in a are mainly the result of changes in the specularity of scattered free carriers caused by adsorbateinduced reconstruction of the W(100) surface atoms. The
four points are as follows: (1) The maximum variation in
a is quite large, i.e., it is 10 times larger than the Wz-H
symmetric stretch contribution to a (Ref. 27) and at least
2 times larger than variations observed for CO, Oi, and
(2} A coverage dependence for a is obN2 adsorption.
on
served which is siroilar to resistivity measurements
' (3} There exists a high degree of
gas-covered films.
and
correlation between the I.BED deduced structures
the variations. (4) The induced changes are broadband:
they are observed over the entire range of frequencies
studied from 886 to 1088 cm ', and they are fit well by
the theory of the anomalous skin effect ' with realistic
values of changes in the Fuchs specularity parameter.
In this coverage range our results show that the
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8=1.28 ML

disordered

surface phase and the saturation

p ( 1 X 1)-D phase are independent of temperature between
immobili165 and 300 K. Also, the previously reported
ty of the adsorbate below 200 K s~xms apparent for Dz
adsorption.
In the coverage range of &0.42 ML it is shown that
surface scattering is not the only mechanism for these
broadband changes. Although the exact contribution of
the 0.3-eV intrinsic surface states to the optical response
at 10 {tsm is not known, it seems clear that they play some
role. We suggest that surface umklapp scattering
may have some contribution to the large negative change

8

in a as
approaches 0.42 ML. In addition, the surface
umklapp mechanism and/or a changing surface Debye
temperature are possible explanations for the
ML
temperature dependence of b, a.
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